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About Me
Hi I am Marianne the author of the
Curvy, Strong & Fit book and blog:
https://curvystrongfit.blogspot.com/
In March & April 2021 during the Covid
19 pandemic I undertook a 200-hour
yoga teacher training with Bhakti
Yogshala
https://bhaktiyogshala.com/
The training was comprehensive and
included, yoga philosophy, history/historic
yogic texts, principles, various asana
practice styles, meditation, pranayama,
acupressure, Ayurveda, mantras, anatomy.
This booklet contains my study notes taken during that course and some ideas
that occurred to me as a result of that content. It only barely touches on topics
in an introductory way but I have provided some links to further reading online if
you want to know more about areas of study.
I studied online with Bhakti Yogshala a registered yoga school, message me if
you have any specific questions about my experience studying with them.
What do I love about yoga?
Meditation; I have been an occasional meditator for about 15years and find it
an excellent tool for relaxation, calming and withdrawal from the hectic lifestyle
we all lead these days.
Asana/pose practice: one major reason I undertook teacher training was to be
able to devise my own class sequences, I have spinal kyphosis and stenosis as
well as a chronic migraine condition so I like to be able to participate in yoga at
MY pace and with whatever modifications I need for My body!
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Namaste!
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Lifelong learning: as a lover of lifelong learning, I have found there is always more
to learn with yoga and it has filled many hours of pandemic times this past year
in a very meaningful way!
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The PATHS OF YOGA
1. Raja Yoga - Royal Yoga
The eightfold path to enlightenment are features of RajaYoga:
1) Yamas – Moral code of conduct
2) Nyamas - Observances
3) Asana - Physical Postures
4) Pranayama - Control of Prana/Breathing
5) Pratyahara - Sense Withdrawal
6) Dharana - Concentration
7) Dhyana - Meditation
8) Samadhi - Enlightenment

2. Karma Yoga - Yoga of Action Any action or work done by the practitioner is done without any thought of reward.
3. Jnana Yoga - Yoga of Knowledge tranquillity, sense restraint, cessation, endurance, faith and mental
collectedness

4. Bhakti Yoga - Yoga of Devotion
In terms of who or what the object of love and devotion is, the possibilities are infinite,
Bhakti Yoga has no restrictions, even a formless “object” (i.e.: love), etc.
9 forms of devotion according to Bhakti Yoga
1. Listening to devotional songs and scriptures
2. Chanting and mantra
3. Constant thought of the “object” of devotion
4. Worshipping the feet of the Guru
5. Ritualistic worship
6. Prostration
7. Selfless service
8. Friendship with the “object”
9. Self - offering

5. Hatha Yoga - Yoga of Forceful Effort
Physical postures, breath control, sensory inhibition, concentration and meditation.

6. Mantra Yoga -Yoga of Sound and Repetition
A practitioner is usually given a personalised mantra by their guru. If the student does not
have a guru they may choose a universal mantra (i.e.: Om) The three methods of reciting a mantra: audible, whispered
and mental.
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visualisation and devotional worship.
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7. Tantra Yoga -Yoga of Technology the main techniques used are mantras, yantras (geometric designs),

The 8 limbs of YOGA
Yamas - Moral principles; non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing,
moderation, non-possessiveness
Nyamas – Self Observances; enlightenment (samadhi) cleanliness,
contentment, fiery cleansing, self-study, devotion
Asana - poses
Pranayama – breath control
Pratyahara - fixed gaze withdrawal from senses
Dharana - Concentration
Dhyana - Meditation
Samadhi - freedom/peace/enlightenment
History of Yoga
Handed down knowledge originally.
15000 years ago, 7 disciples of shiva became the Yogis (masters). On
June 21 International Yoga Day is the day Lord shiva gave the
knowledge of YOGA to them.
THE YOGA SUTRAS
The Sutras, are short, informative sentences. These describe Ashtanga (Raja) Yoga, the eightfold
path to enlightenment.

In the West the term Hatha Yoga is
often used for a mild yoga style in
order to distinguish the intensity
Yoga is a triad of body, mind and spirit. from Ashtanga (stronger) and Yin
(milder) yoga styles.
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“Ashta” means “eight”, “Anga” means “limb”

Yogic Texts
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER of yogic texts
1. VEDAS 4000-1500 B.C.E. - (authors unknown)
2. UPANISHADS 700 B.C.E. - (various anonymous authors)
3. THE BHAGAVAD GITA 500 B.C.E. – (mystical author Vyasa)
4. YOGA SUTRAS 500 B.C.E. to 400 C.E. (different dating sources) – author Patanjali
5. HATHA YOGA PRADIPIKA 1400/1500 C.E. - author: Swami Svatmarama
Most of world practices Hatha yoga – asana & pranayama
What is Hatha? Balancing of physical and mental body.
Hatha Yoga Pradipika – considered ultimate text (15th century)
Asana – explains asana; space, form, technique, foods, initially only 15 asanas
described, some scriptures mention 84,000 asanas
Book: The Gheranda Samhita A treatise on Hatha Yoga
Gheranda Samhita is a detailed manual of yoga by Gheranda to student
Chanda. Unlike other hatha yoga texts, the Gheranda Samhita speaks of a
sevenfold yoga:

Gheranda Samhita 7 Hatha principles:
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1. Shatkarma – purification/cleansing
2. Asana – poses
3. Mudra - hand gestures
4. Pratyahara – withdrawal of senses
5. Pranayama – breathing
6. Dhyana – meditation, concentration/focus
7. Samadhi - enlightenment

YOGA STYLES & SPECIALITIES
Yin Yoga also called restorative yoga. Hold poses for 3
to 5 mins. Finish with corpse pose for 10 mins.
Example Class:
Childs pose, tabletop, thread needle, eagle arms,
supported fish, corpse.
Hatha vs Ashtanga
Different primary sequences.
Hatha is mentioned in scriptures as preparation for
Ashtanga!
Text: Gheranda Samhita
7 chapters; 7 aspects of hatha
Ashtanga
Text: Patanjali
8 limbs of yoga
YOGA SUTRAS 500 B.C.E. to 400 C.E. (different dating sources) – author Patanjali

Vinyasa – is the choreography/synchronisation of
breath and movement during asana practice.
Iyengar – focused on precision of asana form for
maximum benefit
Further reading: What is Iyengar Yoga
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https://iynaus.org/iyengar-yoga/about

ASHTANGA
History of Ashtanga
Yamas - Moral principles; non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing,
moderation, non-possessiveness
Nyamas – Self Observances; enlightenment (samadhi) cleanliness,
contentment, fiery cleansing, self-study, Devotion
Asana - poses
Pranayama - breathing
Pratyahara - fixed gaze withdrawal from senses
Dharana - Concentration
Dhyana - Meditation
Samadhi - freedom/peace/enlightenment
Truthfulness - keep in mind factors such as time, place and
circumstance can affect your ability to safely tell the truth.
4 of the major paths/types of Yoga
Yoga is a lifestyle! Not just asana/pose practice.
Bhakti – yoga of devotion https://www.yogajournal.com/yoga101/bhakti-yoga-love-devotion-relationship/ of the heart!
Gyan (Jnana) – path of knowledge or self-realization
https://www.yogaindailylife.org/system/en/the-four-paths-ofyoga/gyana-yoga of the head
Karma – work without reward
https://truenaturetravels.com/uncategorized/karma-yoga/
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Raja/Ashtanga https://vedanta.org/yoga-spiritual-practice/the-pathof-meditation-raja-yoga/ meditation
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Ayurveda

History of Ayurvada
Originally oral tradition passed down verbally!
What is health?

What is Ayurveda?

Ayur – age/life/longevity

Veda – knowledge/science/art

Health management! Ayurveda is lifestyle medicine. Purpose to
harmonize human life and environment.
Health is physical/mental/spiritual/social wellbeing.
Make effective use of:
▪ Senses (hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell)
▪ Intellect (Buddhi - our discriminative power
▪ Time (times of the day, seasons, stages of life)
Causes of all disease – incorrect use of intellect/sense/time
Live a healthy life!
Lacking enthusiasm, peace, calm contentment? Not living a healthy
life according to Ayurveda!
Ayurveda has eight major disciplines that are collectively known as the Eight
Branches of Ayurveda:
Kaaya Chikitsa (Internal Medicine)
Baala Chikitsa (Paediatrics)
Graha Chikitsa (Psychology)
Urdhvaanga Chikitsa (Treatment of disease above the clavicle)
Shalya Chikitsa (Surgery)
Damstra Chikitsa (Toxicology)

Further reading: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5198827/
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Vrsha Chikitsa (Aphrodisiac therapy).
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Jara Chikitsa (Geriatrics)

7 Dhatus (tissues) 3 Malas (waste) 3 Doshas (energies - Kapha,
Pitta, Vata)
Sama – balancing 3 Sama is vital to health; dosa, agni, dhatu
Dosa – regulation of elements Earth & water (kapha) water and fire
(pitta) Air and space (vata) Balancing doshas requires balancing Agni
or digestion and metabolism (fire)
Dhatu – tissue; plasma, blood, muscle, fat, bone, bone marrow
3 Malas (Malakriya) – waste material; urine, faeces, sweat
Ayurveda gives precedence to balancing the doshas and yoga
to balancing the gunas

Tri Dosha
Doshas are not visible but are energy responsible for
everything that happens in the body.
• Kapha – earth; responsible for shape, structure,
lubrication (skin, muscle, bones)
• Pitta – fire & water; responsible for digestion &
metabolism (transformation)
• Vata – space & air; responsible for movement
Immunity tips for covid 19 - Foods/drinks that can help boost immunity:
Herbal teas and infusions – tulsi, ginger, turmeric/Honey/Seeds - Sesame, flax, chia/Nuts: almond, walnut
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Saffron with milk at night/asana practice/cow urine is best purifier (it is distilled these days)/ NO white sugar

Nadis are channels which prana flow through. The body
has 72,000 nadis!
Hatha (Ha meaning sun) (tha meaning moon)
SUSHUMNA NADI - passes through the spinal column
Ida Nadi – left
Pingala Nadi - right
Hatha yoga works to balance the left and right nadis.
TEXTS - Vedas are most ancient scriptures in the world.
Indian philosophy; all knowledge came from the Vedas.
Pivotal authors: Charaka Sushruta
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Aru and Veda connected mean:
Aru: age and longevity
Veda: knowledge/science/art
What is life? Journey between life and death. How we
live that life depends on choice.
Health is a complete state of physical, mental, spiritual
and social peace.

Dinacharya is comprised of daily routines for a healthy
body.
Morning examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Morning cleansing such as brushing teeth
Drink water
Meditation or pranayama
Bath/shower
Chew seeds such as sesame or flax
Eat healthy breakfast
Morning walk

Midday examples:
• Eat healthy lunch
• Midday walk
Evening examples:

Further reading:
https://paavaniayurveda.com/pages/dinacharyaayurveda-daily-routine
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Light & healthy evening meal
Evening walk
Tea infusions
Hot bath
Avoid electronics
Oil massage
Yin/restorative yoga
Reading
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Ahara (food)
“He who begins the practice of yoga without controlling his diet suffers
from many diseases and does not make progress.” Gheranda Samhita
Mitahara is Sanskrit which means the habit of moderate food &
integrating an awareness of food, drink, balanced diet as well as
consumption habits and their effect on one's body and mind.
Some of the foods to avoid: bitter, acidic, salty, hot, pungent, onion,
garlic
Hatha Yoga Pradipika sutras paraphrased:
#58 Leave ¼ of the stomach free (moderation)
#59 Some of the foods to avoid: bitter, acidic, salty, hot, pungent
#60 Do not take unhealthy food or food reheated once cold
#62 Eat good foods such as grains, wheat, rice, barley, milk, ghee,
brown sugar, honey, dry ginger, cucumber, pulses such as mung, pure
water
#63 Take nourishing food mixed with ghee and milk
8 Aspects of Food
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Further reading: https://healthyayurveda.com/food-is-medicine-asmedicine/
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1. Prakrati (nature)
2. Karana (way of processing)
3. Sanyoga (combinations of food)
4. Rashi (quantity)
5. Desha (region/place)
6. Kala (time)
7. Upayog samastha (law/rules of eating)
8. Upabhokta (individual user/consumer)

Shat karma (6 yoga techniques for cleansing and purification) one of the
7 hatha yoga principles.
1. Dhauti; washing by water, complete digestive/intestinal cleansing.
- vauma (vomiting)
- danda (catheter)
- vastra (5.5m cloth 1" wide eat cloth, then slowly remove)
- agnisara (seated complete exhale, contract and relax stomach
muscles)
- moola sharma (turmeric green root in anus)
2. Basti; cleansing lower intestine. Enema
3. Neti; nasal cleansing
- jana; water and neti pot
- sutra; cloth
- dugdha; warm salt water
- ghrat; catheter
After do jana to cleanse then dry then oil.
4. Nauli; rotating belly muscles, intense or advanced practice of
pranayama, 30 contract and relax in one breath
5. Trataka; fixing gaze on one point without blinking until tears not coming
(expert maybe 7 mins)
6. Kapalbhati; water (sheetkram - warm slime water drink, hold, expel
through nostrils) (vyutkram - ...) & air (vatakram - similar to pranayama)
Further Reading: https://www.rishikulyogshala.org/6-shatkarmascleansing-techniques-benefits/
Women's Health
Rasayana are herbal treatments such as:
- Satavari asparagus root as a powder or tablet to aid conception,
impotence, infertility, insomnia.
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- Constipation: papaya, mango, apple cider vinegar, wheat grass juice,
cilium husks
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- For various ailments: aloe vera, seeds of fenugreek, Indian ginseng,
saffron
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Mudras

Mudras are gestures used by yogis for therapeutic purposes.
It is said that when we hold our fingers, thumbs and palms together in
different positions we can begin to create new circuits of energy.
1. HASTA MUDRA - HAND GESTURES
2. MANA MUDRA - HEAD GESTURES
3. KAYA MUDRA - POSTURE GESTURE
4. BANDHA MUDRA - LOCK GESTURE
5. ADHANA MUDRA - PERINEAL GESTURES
Further reading: https://chopra.com/articles/10-powerful-mudrasand-how-to-use-them

Jnana Mudra
Knowledge & consciousness

Vaya Mudra(air)
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Relieves bodily air/gas

Akash Mudra
(space)
Migraine, negative emotions, sinusitis

Prithvi Mudra
(earth)
Blood circulation, patience, tolerance

Varun Mudra
Water/fluid/moisture balance

Apana Mudra
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Eliminate physical waste products & expel
impurities

Mudras at a Glance!
Hasta Mudra (hand gestures): try to balance the five elements
Vayu (air)
Akash
(space)

Prithvi
(earth)
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Varun
(water)
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Agni (Fire)
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Mudra Therapy
Conch mudra; intestinal cleansing
Prana mudra; versatile, any kind of problem, aids recovery and
increases circulation.
Apana mudra; constipation, cleansing, birth, periods, urinary tract
infection, lower back pain, menopause. Ideal for area below navel.
Hridaya mudra; blood pressure and heart problems
Yoni mudra; stress relief and management
Bhairavi mudra woman left hand on top, great meditation pose.
Hakini mudra; access intuitive knowledge
Adi mudra; lethargy
Can do two mudras to maximize benefits 45mins twice a day
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Mudra Science
Mudra is a complete language to express your thoughts, feelings
without using words; gestures.
Chitta; whole consciousness
Ananda: having a feeling of bliss
5 categories
1. Hasta - hands/fingers
2. Mana - mind/head (eyes, third eye, lips, tongue, ears)
3. Kaya - body/postural
4. Bandha - lock/dam (stop energy to utilize as needed) muscle
contraction?
5. Adhara - base/foundation (base chakra near coccyx) activate
pelvic floor
Two ways to balance;
Deficiency of elements: treat by practicing mudra using relevant
fingertip specified in categories shown on previous page.
Excess, to decrease do mudra with fingertip specified folded down to
base of thumb and thumb folded over the top.

Bandha
Bandha is often referred to as "body lock" in yoga. It is a muscle
contraction form of body mudra.

Maha Bandha ("the great lock") combines all the other main
bandhas (there are 3)
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1. Mula Bandha, contraction of the perineum
2. Uddiyana bandha, contraction of the abdominal muscles
towards the spine and ribcage
3. Jalandhara Bandha, tucking the chin close to the chest.
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Meditation

MEDITATION – eyes should be closed to prevent distraction
Chakra Meditation
What is a Chakra? A place where the body’s prana
(energy/qi) converge. It is conceived as a spinning
vortex that when spinning properly allows energy to flow.
However, Chakra can become blocked. Meditation
can help to get the energy flowing again.
1st Chakra – coccyx area; known as root chakra, the
chakra of freedom through food, shelter, stability.
(blocked by fear)
2nd Chakra – sacral chakra balance helps us cope with
new experiences (blocked by guilt)
3rd Chakra – navel chakra; solar plexus fundamental to
digestion (blocked by self-doubt)
4th Chakra – heart chakra; balance allows us to form
bonds with other people
5th Chakra – throat chakra; associated with
communication, creativity and self-expression (blocked
by lies we tell ourselves)
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7th Chakra – crown of head; balance can help us feel
peace, well-being and confidence
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6th Chakra – between eyebrows; also known as 3rd eye
helps us understand our place in the world

Meditation
Mahaprana - universal cosmic prana (prana – air)
5 energies govern and regulate bodily functions:
1. Prana (head chest) associated with intake, respiration
2. Samana (navel) associated with digestion, assimilation
3. Apana (pelvis) associated with elimination, downward and
outward movement
4. Udana (throat) associated with growth speech expression,
ascension, upward movement
5. Vyana (whole body) associated with circulation
Balance the five prana through hatha yoga for health
benefits.
Prana is breath/life force/universal energy
Prana is divided into 5 Vayus for different areas of the body
collectively they are known as Pancha.
Prana – larynx to diaphragm
Apana – below navel
Samana – between heart and navel
Vyana – entire body
Udan – neck and throat areas
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Kapalabhati breath features alternating short, explosive
exhales and slightly longer, passive inhales. Powerful
contractions of the lower belly (between the pubis and
navel), which push air out of the lungs.

Panch Kosha Meditation
5 sheaths (interacting dimensions) of the body. They
represent the physical, energy and mind bodies.
ANNAMAYA KOSHA - Physical Body - gross physical body - the flesh, blood, bones, muscles,
etc.
PRANAMAYA KOSHA - Energetic Body - manifestation of our life force or energy (Prana).
MANOMAYA KOSHA - Mental Body (Mental Sheath) made up of outer mind, manas and
deals with sensory perception and knowledge of outside world.
VIJNANAMAYA KOSHA - Wisdom Body (“Jnana” means “Knowledge” includes our
intelligence and reason. Looking outwards vs looking inwards. Usually looking out and it is up
to the user to turn the light inwards.
ANANDAMAYA KOSHA - Bliss Body (Inner Mind Sheath) aspects of love, faith and intuitive
feeling.

Buddha Meditation
Seated; back, head and neck in one line on a
comfortable cushion, jnana mudra, eyes closed.
Observe your natural breath
Observe breath from upper lip to nose, how does it vary
with incoming and outgoing breath?
Bring awareness to the top of the head – feel sensations
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Work your way down your body & then back up again

Yoga Nidra
Often commonly referred to as yogic sleep. A state of
meditation between wake and sleep. One of the
practices of pratyhara (withdrawal of senses)
Steps of Yoga Nidra
1. Preparation (prepare: place, body, breath)
2. Sankalpa - resolve
3. Body awareness (bring awareness to each of the body parts/areas)
4. Breath awareness
5. Visualization
6. Sankalpa - resolve
7. Ending the Yoga Nidra
Three stages of sleep: awake, dream, deep sleep
Place: choose a quiet, safe, dark place.
Body: Savasana (corpse) pose.
Breathe: count backwards from 100 with awareness of breath
Sankalpa: a private unshared short phrase or sentence of heartfelt
desire/yearning/goal “I ____________” Say it 3 times silently to yourself.
Body awareness: an example is the 61 points of relaxation
Breath awareness: inhale and exhale 100 times or 3 to 5 min minimum
7 to 10 mins is better.
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Ending YN: Now bring your awareness back to your body…
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Visualization: choose a topic such as the 5 elements (earth, fire, air,
space, water) or do a guided style meditation or choose a focus such
as a positive word or affirmation or opposites such as heavy/light

Meditation Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preparation (space, time)
Breath (awareness)
Dharana (techniques)
Zero thought
Coming out of Dharana

Example 1 hr mediation: 20mins on 1 & 2, 20 mins on 3, then 4 & 5 until
time is finished.
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Sit in a comfortable cross-legged position, this body triangle is a stable
position.

Bhij/ Bija Mantra
Sit in a comfortable cross-legged position, back straight,
both sit bones on the floor, relax shoulders and roll back.
Chant one word/sound repeatedly for several minutes
then take a break of a couple of minutes and move on
to the next chant.
Activates energy
1. LAM
2. VAM
3. RAM
4. YAM
5. HAM
6. AUM
Chida Akasha Mediation
Chida – permanent

Akasha – place

Third eye is the focus of this meditation – between your
eyebrows.
Comfortable seated position, eyes closed, awareness of your
breath, 3 Oms, Mantra
Focus on inner space.

Breathe & body awareness then open eyes to finish
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“Imagine you are facing a mirror – see your whole self in the
mirror”
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Four stages: body awareness, witnessing visions, focusing on an
object, and feeling infinite space.

Meditation
Further reading:
https://meditationfarm.org/
Sankulpa
Further reading:
https://bewildearth.com/blog/2017/5/25/sankalpa-living-withintention
Sitting on a meditation cushion or folded blanket can help to
ensure you are in comfortable seated position for a lengthy
meditation.
Full Moon
Yamas (non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, moderation, non-possessiveness)
Chakra visualization
Nadi visualization
Body awareness
Mirror
Inner space
Listening to your environment
Prana (breath/life force/universal energy)
Candle gaze
Aura visualization
Sunshine/light & warmth
Silence
Bliss
Forgiveness
Values: compassion/kindness/respect
Love
Friendship
Solitude/Secret Space
Calm
Future hope
Peace
Harmony
Joy
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Meditation/Contemplation Theme Ideas

Meditation
Basics
Seated back straight (neutral spine) in a quiet place with low lighting, eyes
closed.
Choose a hasta mudra such as Jnana and relax wrists on knees or thighs.
Breath awareness:
“take 3 deep breaths, observe how your chest and belly expand with each
breath, feel how your inhale energizes your body, feel how your exhale
releases tension”
Sankulpa: a private unshared short phrase or sentence of heartfelt
desire/yearning/goal “I ____________” Say it 3 times silently to yourself.
e.g., “I cherish and love my mind, body & spirit”
Mantra: “Om shanti, shanti, shanti” (an invocation of peace to you, others and the world)
Body Awareness:
“Feel your body, is there tension, relax your crown, face, neck, relax your
shoulders, upper arms, lower arms, wrists & hands, relax your abs, hips and
all of your torso, relax your thighs, lower legs, ankles and feet, feel the
relaxed bliss your body is experiencing.”
Meditation focus: Is this meditation focused on body awareness, chakra
visualization, inner space, bliss, listening to your environment, prana
visualization, candle or mirror gaze, aura visualization etc.
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Return to the space: “When you are ready open your eyes”
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Repeat body awareness, breath awareness & sankulpa.
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Pranayama

PRANAYAMA TECHNIQUES
Nadi Shodhana
Nadi Shodhana alternative nostril breathing
• Relaxed seated position (stable & comfortable
back head and neck in 1 line)
• No tension
• Eyes closed & smile
• Use thumb to close one nostril and ring finger to
close the other nostril as shown
• Inhale should be half as long as exhale
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Contraindications – some pranayama techniques such
as Bhastrika & Kapalabhati should not be performed by
pregnant women or those with conditions such as high
blood pressure. Please check with a health care
professional.
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Bhastrika or bellows breath
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Nadi Shodhana 3 examples

Kapalabhati breathing – forceful breathing not thinking
about inhale, focus on exhale using belly muscles.
Do when you have an empty stomach not after food.
Instructions:
• Comfortable seated position (on a mediation
cushion is great for this)
• Jnana mudra
• Relax your whole body from head to toe
• Take a deep breath in
• Use stomach muscles to forcefully push 10 short
exhalations
• Rest with eyes closed for a few minutes
• Repeat 2 more times
Variations:
1. Increase to 20 or 30 exhalations.
2. Use the Vishnu mudra to close one nostril at a
time as with Nadi Shodhana
3. Use a root lock or Mula Bandha whilst practicing
Kapalabhati breathing (root lock is a contraction
of muscles from anus to the navel)
Emotion changes breathing – control your
breathing to control your emotions!
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https://www.yogajournal.com/practice/5-sanskrit-words-every-yogi-know/
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Further reading:

Sitali & Sitkari Pranayama
Sitali – cooling pranayama
•
•
•
•
•

Roll tongue (Kaki mudra)
Inhale mouth, exhale nose
10 breaths to practice
Face relaxed and smile
Progress to 30 breaths

Sitkari
• Teeth closed (don’t do if you have
sensitive teeth)

• Inhale through teeth and exhale
through nose
• 10 breaths to practice
• Progress to 30 breaths
Low lighting
Comfortably seated (empty stomach)
Eyes closed
Take a few deep breaths
Hands clasped in front of chest
3 times Oms and then mantra
Jnana mudra or any mudra of your choice
Say Sankulpa “This practice will….”
Bhastrika breathing then brief rest
Sitali breathing then brief rest
Sitkari breathing then brief rest
Bhastrika breathing then brief rest
Nadi Shodhana breathing then brief rest
Take a few deep breaths
Savasana (corpse) pose 10 minutes
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Example1: 1-hour Pranayama class:

The 3 longest nadis are Pingla, Ida, Sushumna, they criss-cross
through the body, passing through chakras.
Chakras are wheels/spinning vortexes of energy the crown
chakra is at the crown of the head and 6 other major chakras
are along the spine.
There are 7 major chakras in our body.
7 Chakras
➢ Crown Chakra (top of head)
➢ Aagya chakra indigo (third eye) mantra is AUM
➢ Vishudi chakra SPACE(throat) blue mantra is HAM
➢ Anahata chakra AIR (heart) green YAM
➢ Manipura Chakra FIRE (solar plexus) yellow RAM
➢ Swadhisthana Chakra WATER (sacral) orange VAM
➢ Muladhara Chakra EARTH (root chakra) red LAM
Pranayama and Hatha Surya Namaskar activate chakras to
ensure your chakras are activated daily and chakra energy
flows.
Another energy to be aware of Kundalini energy rests like a
dormant serpent at the base of the spine when this energy is
upward flowing and flowing through the 7 chakras it can lead
to kundalini awakening (expanded state of consciousness)
Further reading:
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https://yogamedicine.com/what-are-the-7-chakrasand-how-can-you-unblock-them/

Sushumna Nadi
(at midline of torso)
Pingla

Ida

Nadi

Nadi
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Diagram: Visual
representation of 6
Chakras & the 3
Longest Nadis
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Chakras

•
•
•
•

Massage body parts
1 om, 3 shantis
Open your eyes
Namaste

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

Low lighting
Comfortably seated (empty stomach)
Eyes closed
Take a few deep breaths
Sitali
Body awareness – relax each body part
Hands clasped in front of chest (prayer hands)
Sitkari
Say or think your sankulpa
Devotion & gratitude statement
3 oms and mantra
1 om 3 shantis
Palms down eyes open
Namaste
Normal breathing (breath awareness) 5 mins
Kapalabhati (forceful exhalations using belly muscles) 10 breaths - 2 rounds
Sitali (roll tongue inhale through tongue, exhale nose) 12 breaths
Sitkari (breathe in through closed teeth, out through nose) 5 breaths
Nadi Shodhana (alternate nostril, Vishnu mudra) 12 breaths – 2 rounds
Savasana pose
Nadi
“3 deep breaths & relax your body”
Shodhana
Body awareness & relaxation of individual body parts
Hear your environment
Feel the Earth beneath you
“Bring your awareness inside your body, hear your heart
beat, feel your heart beat, hear the sound of your breath”
Bring awareness to your 3rd eye (between eyebrows)
Feel the silence
Think a positive thought for your life (repeat 3 times)
Body awareness & relaxation of individual body parts
Observe breathe - inhale then exhale 30 breaths count backwards (up to 100)
Visualize a white light on your heart centre, feel it expanding to encompass
your whole body
Body awareness & slow awakening/movement of individual body parts
Roll on to side
Rise to seated pose, rub palms together, massage face, head, neck

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Example2: 1-hour Pranayama class:
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Mantra

Mantra
Mantra translation – Mind (man) Tool (tra)
Guru translation – who removed the darkness
Mantras must be repeated several times
Show gratitude and devotion
Always start with Om
Always finish with Om shanti, shanti, shanti

Further reading:

Om shanti, shanti, shanti invokes
peace on 3 levels of consciousness;
waking, dreaming, & sleeping

https://www.yogapedia.com/definition/9152/om-shanti
Traditional example translations:
“The master is creator, he is preserver, he is also the destroyer (destroyer of
ignorance), he is the source of the absolute. I offer all my effort to that great
master.”
“May god protect us, may he nourish us, we work together with the great energy,
may our intellect be sharpened, let there be no animosity among us.”
“I bow to the lotus feet of our great teachers who uncover our true self and
awaken happiness like a shaman in the jungle. He brings total complete wellbeing, he can even heal the most awful poison of conditioning and illusion….I
bow to Patanjali”
“Lead me from the untruth to the truth, lead me from darkness to light, lead me
from death to immortality.”
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“That is complete. This is complete. From the completeness comes the
completeness. If completeness is taken away from the completement only
completement remains.”
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We meditate on the glory of the creator, who has created the universe, who is
worthy of worship, who is the embodiment of knowledge and light, who removes
our sins and ignorance. May he open our hearts and enlighten our intellect.”

“O divine energy of happiness, prosperity and good luck of the curved trunk and
massive body the one whose splendor is equal to millions of suns. Please bless me
to ensure I don’t face any obstacles in my endeavors.”
“The act of offering is God. The oblation is God, by God it is offered into the pyre
of God. God is that which is to be attained by him who performs action
pertaining to God.”

Many modern yogis in the western world prefer to chant
empowering/positive/inspirational phrases.
Further reading:
https://www.eatthis.com/inspiring-yoga-mantras/
I personally prefer to do this because I feel like a fraud,
appropriating another culture if I try to do traditional
yogic mantras in Sanskrit. But that is only my personal
feeling not a judgement of others that adhere to
tradition, you need to decide what is right for you.
I love this one:
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"Om”
“I Change My Thoughts; I Change My World.”
“I Change My Thoughts; I Change My World.”
“I Change My Thoughts; I Change My World.”
“Om shanti, shanti, shanti "

Om,
I calm my mind, I change my world,
I calm my mind, I change my world,
I calm my mind, I change my world,
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Om, shanti, shanti, shanti.
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Acupressure

Acupressure
Meridians are lines connecting acupressure points, which act as
passageways through which energy flows throughout the body.
SUJOK acupressure therapy features using specific points on hands
and feet to treat ailments.
Major principle behind this philosophy is balancing energy.
Law of similarity – similar shapes (envision hand as looking like the
human body)
Acupressure points of the hand are regional:
Organs of the torso have points on the palm of the hand
Head and neck points are on the thumb
Ring & index finger – legs
Pointer and pinkie fingers - arms

Arm

Legs

Head
neck

Liver

Kidney
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stomach

Arm
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Lungs
Intestines
Heart
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Asana

Asana Clinic
Alignment & Adjustment should:
• Ensure comfort and stability in poses
• Avoid injury
• Prevent development of unsafe habits
To help students achieve proper alignment in poses sometimes
adjustments to form are needed, this can be achieved in 3 ways:
1. Verbal (demonstrate)
2. Hands on A&A use hands as either a light or heavy guidance as
needed)
3. Modification of the pose (use a block/strap or reduce the range
of pose)
Purpose – injury avoidance
Balance in Sitting Posture for Meditation & Pranayama
Torso should be in one line
Sit on tail bones (keep the base of the
triangle flat!)
Spine straight
Sit on blanket, cushion etc if needed
to keep spine straight
Foot beneath knee not back near
hip!
Shoulders parallel to floor
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Half lotus – swap leg halfway
through to ensure balanced
postural use
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Palms on knee or thigh, elbows out ensure shoulders stay straight

Side Bending
Seated - Both sit bones should remain on the floor (keep the base of
the triangle flat)
Keep side of torso straight rather than curved (beginners: place free
palm on side of ribcage to feel the torso shape as you lean in to
pose)
One sides of torso stretches other side compresses
Standing - As with seated side bend the side of the torso should be
straight.
Envision it more as tilting from the hip bone rather than bending!
Asana Practice Tips:
• Hip opening postures make many poses easier
• Practice sun salutation daily
• Side bends torso should be straight and you hinge from the hips
Further Reading:
https://www.yogajournal.com/poses/
https://www.verywellfit.com/essential-yoga-poses-for-beginners3566747
https://greatist.com/move/common-yoga-poses
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https://origympersonaltrainercourses.co.uk/blog/-yoga-poses-fortwo-people
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https://www.nytimes.com/guides/well/beginner-yoga

HATHA Sun Salutation A (Surya Namaskar)
Front of mat means one-foot length distance from end of mat.
7 poses (not simply a warm up, this sequence opens your 7 chakras, it
is as much a spiritual sequence as physical)
The poses repeat in a somewhat palindromic sequence with a total
of 24 – one pose for each hour of the day to boost energy
Inhale with one posture exhale with the next
The eight basic postures in sequence:
Tadasana (Mountain Pose) feet together, engage buttock muscles,
Urdhva Hastasana (Upward Salute) upper arms and ears one line,
neck muscles activated, arch back (gentle arch), squeezing buttocks
Uttanasana (Standing Forward Bend) hinge from hips not waist, knees
can be slightly bent as you bend forward, stretch arms so they come
down in a curve, palms beside feet, abdomen should touch thighs,
engage belly muscles
Palms don’t move in the next 4 poses!!
Anjaneyasana (low lunge) MODIFICATION: cup the fingers or place a
yoga block under palms or place palms on knees, knee & ankle in
one line, buttock & back in one line, neck problems look forward
rather than up! (see over page)
8 Limbs on the Floor toes tucked under, touching the floor with feet,
knees, chest, palms, back curved, butt up
Plank Pose
Chaturanga Dandasana (Four-Limbed Staff Pose) low plank
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Urdhva Mukha Svanasana (cobra) shoulders back

HATHA Sun Salutation B (Surya Namaskar)
Many poses are the same as the A sequence (17 poses total in this
sequence)

Chair pose – to ensure alignment try to touch the mat next to
feet with fingertips before raising them up, butt back like sitting
on a chair, bend the ankle, knees not forward of the big toes
(look down to see toes to check alignment)
Warrior 1 – back foot angled, hips/torso face front (if torso
turning move back leg outwards slightly), advanced jump
back rather than step back
Warrior 2 – wrist and ankle one-line, back foot slightly angled,
nose to forehead & groin in one line (straight torso), bend front
knee but not past toe – torso remains upright, feet in one line,
begin against wall to learn alignment (front knee and both
heels against the wall)
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Triangle – Front wrist and ankle in one-line, right heel and left
heel one line (advanced back arch and front heel) open
pelvic area (angled), stretch reaching arm side of torso, palm
on ankle or floor at front or back, use block under hand if too
much pressure on your knee, torso in one line with legs (navel
facing out not down!), shoulders/chest slightly towards the
back and hips forward to keep the posture aligned, rotate
inner thigh to outer, free arm can reach behind and grab
opposite thigh to keep shoulder back or thumb on sacrum,
ensure you have thumb on sacrum(lower back) to come back
up safely), eyes/face look up

Sun Salutation
MODIFICATION Examples:
Cupping Hands

Place a yoga block under palms:
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Place palms on knees, knee & ankle in one line:
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Ashtanga is generally considered to be for more
advanced participants rather than beginners.
BEWARE: hyperextension prevention requires careful
alignment as well as strengthening and engaging
muscles.
ASHTANGA SEQUENCE
Ashtanga Surya Namaskar injuries are common,
particularly wrists, ankles, knees. To prevent injury, build
arm and leg strength before attempting the jump back,
start by stepping back to plank.
Modifications
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Cup hands if you are not flexible enough to place palms
flat on the floor in a forward bend or other moves that
feature palms flat. Palms down can also be forward of
feet if not able to place them flat beside feet.
Advanced – lift toes to ensure knees lock.

When performing the forward bend looking up
a modification is to place hands on shins rather
than floor.
Upward Facing Dog features only toes and palms
touching the floor, Striking Cobra is an alternate pose for
beginners in which the legs are on the floor.

Down Dog can be done with heels raised or
knees bent if a modification is required.
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Arms in line with ears, torso side should stretch,
shoulders not raised relax them, core muscles
engaged (pull navel towards back) look towards
thumbs, straight elbows.

Modifying Chaturanga Dandasana (low plank)
This is the most difficult pose in this
sequence for most people.

Placing a yoga strap around your
arms can help you keep your elbows
in as you learn this pose.

Beginners should start with Half Chaturanga
Knees on the floor, shoulder blades
apart from one another, elbows
close to body, forearm should be
upright (perpendicular to the floor)
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Ujjayi breathing – contract the back of the throat,
mouth closed (sounds raspier)
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Inversions
Inversions are technically difficult yoga poses that have gained in
popularity in recent years with yoga fitness influencers sharing
amazing feats on social media!
BEWARE with their increase in popularity has come a rise in yoga
related injuries!
Yoga practice does not have to include these poses! You can
practice yoga poses of your choosing that are safe for YOUR body!
If unsure speak to a medical professional and a highly experienced
yoga teacher that works with all types of bodies to make an
informed decision about what is right for you!
Here’s a look at my plow pose – my H cup breasts almost smother
me LOL! I can do it but I choose not to most of the time!
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Do what is right for you!

Inversion Pose Alignment and Adjustment
Tip: begin against the wall to prevent toppling over
backwards! I recommend watching video tutorials by
experienced yoga professionals & attending a class to
learn these postures, these notes are not intended to
teach the pose techniques they are ONLY my YTT
learning notes. Neck or spinal issues do not do these
postures!
Alternatively, you can try inversions using an inversion bench, this is the
method I personally prefer to use for inversions (see info over page)

Head Stand (Tripod with forearms down)
Elbow in line with but forward from shoulders,
clasp hands in front, down dog legs, walk in,
bend one leg and raise to bent leg up then
repeat for other leg, once both are up, raise
legs to straight. Variations; split legs, lotus legs
etc.
Counter pose: child’s pose or forward bend
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Fold mat in 1/3s for extra cushioning, go into
crow pose, then place head down and raise
legs into tripod palms down. If you can’t to
crow pose, palms and crown down then lift
legs. Counter pose: child’s pose
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Head Stand (Tripod with palms down)

There are many
brands of inversion
benches available, I
personally use the
one available from
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This is not a sponsorship; I receive
no benefit from Feet Up I just love
their product!
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https://feetup.com/

Hands Free Head Stand
Use 8 yoga blocks to support the shoulders
and place cupped hands or palms on the
floor.

Shoulder Stand
Supine, raise legs to perpendicular, lift legs
and place hands under hips, then rise higher
and creep hands to lower back.

Plow
From shoulder stand lower one leg at a
time into plow pose. Can have an extra
mat folded in 4 under the shoulders &
forearms!
Downward Facing Tree (hand stand)
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Down dog against wall, jump legs up into
hand stand.

Back Bends
ALWAYS warm up before completing back bend
poses! A great warm up is several rounds of Surya
Namaskar plus these basic back bend poses:

Forward bends are counter poses that are performed
to ensure postural balance.
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Beginners can begin near a wall so that they gain
confidence:

Reverse plank is a great preparatory
pose for back bend asanas such as
wheel!
Wheel pose should not be support for
alignment and adjustment from the waist!
Support from the shoulders or hips:

Reverse table is another fantastic prep
pose, a support method for this is a
partner pose as shown here
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To prepare for locust pose perform all variations of one
limb raised first. Example raise right arm only then raise
left arm only, then both arms.

Camel
Counter pose: child’s pose
Once warmed up try a camel warm up pose in
which your hands push the hips forward before
you reach back for the heels. In full camel pose
you will be holding the heels and looking up.
Fish Pose Variations
1. Palms under buttocks, chest up,
head tilted back
2. Chest up, head tilted, then raise
legs and arms
3. Lotus legs with chest and arms as
above
4. Supported fish can be done with a
block under your torso
Bridge
A back bend can be incorporated into
bridge pose either with palms on the
ground or hands on the sacrum.
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Counter pose: both knees to chest

Counter Poses are
important to release the
tension in the muscles!
Example:

POSE
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2 EXAMPLE
COUNTER POSES

Preparatory Poses are important
to gently prepare the muscles
for an intense pose!
Example:

2 EXAMPLE
PREPARATORY POSES
to do BEFORE
attempting BOW POSE
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Intense Pose

Core & Arm Balance
Modifications makes yoga
more accessible to people
at a variety of levels of
strength and fitness.
Example:
Low
Plank
requires
significant upper body
and
core
strength.
Alternatives for beginners
are plank, 8 limbs on the
floor, elbow plank, knee
plank or chest on floor (body
supported by palms, chest and toes)

Boat

Ensure straight back/neutral spine is maintained!
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• Half boat
• Arms clasped behind legs
• Palms or cupped hands on the floor
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Boat requires significant core strength and
flexibility of both the core and legs.
Alternatives are:

Side Plank
• Both feet on the floor
• Elbow side plank (knee or feet on floor)
Alternative: Place foot behind on the
floor to move into Wild Thing Pose

Crow (advanced pose)
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• Place bolster under head/face
• Short arms – blocks under hands
• Do against wall (legs climb wall)

Standing Balance
Eagle
Beginners can start by simply crossing
the knee and placing one elbow
inside the other to practice the
balance. As flexibility and balance
improve toes can be tucked behind
calf and palms can facing each
other.
Tree
Lifted foot can be placed on calf/ankle or inner
thigh but not on the knee. Hip opening poses will
help beginners gain flexibility to ensure the hips
and raised knee are in one line. Half lotus leg
can help prevent leg slipping down in those with
no knee or ankle issues. Hands can be prayer or
mudras, arms/hands can be out, up or in prayer.
Half Moon
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Beginners can use a yoga block under
their low palm for stability.

Big Toe Hold
Adjustment: manual support can be done using a hand
on the opposite shoulder to the raised leg and helping
to raise leg by placing a firm hand under the ankle.

Warrior 1, 2, 3
W1 hips face leading leg (closed hips)
W2 hips at an angle (open hips)
W3 beginners can use blocks under the palms
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Right leg first!

Dancer
Warm up with back bends. Hand
holds inside of ankle. Beginners
can use a yoga strap around foot
and pull leg towards head.

Twisting
Reverse Triangle
As you bend into the twist your navel should
face your leading leg. Start by performing the
pose next to a wall and try to twist top
shoulder towards the wall.
Further reading:
https://yogalondon.net/monkey/yogis-guide-tips-forsafe-twists/
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https://www.yogabasics.com/connect/yogablog/how-to-master-twisting-yoga-poses/
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Anatomy

Anatomy
Skeletal System & Locomotion
Why learn this:
• To be safe & alert during poses
• Maximize yoga benefits
• Learn to make modifications to minimize injury
Brain > responsible for the command and control
sending electrical impulses to the muscles
Muscles > muscle contraction moves joint
Skeleton > movement
Medical Science: 206 bones in the body.
2 or more bones coming together forms a joint.
Pose alignment is vital for stability and protection of
joints.
3 types of joints:
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Flexion & extension of limbs is instigated by the muscle
movement/contraction.
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• Fibrous - immovable/fixed structure (e.g. skull)
• Cartilaginous – shock absorbing tissue within the
joint to reduce friction (e.g. spinal discs, meniscus)
• Synovial – freely moveable joints such as knees,
ankles, shoulders etc

Further reading: major bone names:
https://www.visiblebody.com/learn/skeleton/types-ofbones
Leg – Femur, tibia, fibula, patella
Arm – humerus, ulna, radius
Torso – ribs & sternum, spine (vertebrae), sacrum,
clavicle, pelvis, scapula (shoulder blade)
Ligaments are strong and inelastic connective tissue that
is slightly flexible. Collagen protein formation. Ligament
injury is very common.
Flexibility is widely related to the muscles but lack of
flexibility puts additional strain on the ligaments.
3 Categories of Cartilage
• Hyaline
• Fibro in cartilaginous joints such as the meniscus.
Injury can happen if you are doing to many
jerks/jumps that continually place pressure on the
joints.
• Elastic – ears, nose, trachea
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• Axial skeleton (80 bones forming our vertical axis) –
skull, vertebral column, ribs, sternum. Most stable part
of the skeletal system giving us stability.
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Skeletal System Divisions

• Appendicular skeleton126 bones (relates to
appendages) – Shoulder girdle (scapula/shoulder
blade & clavicle/collar bone), arms, hips, legs.
5 Main Types of Bones
• Long – example; arms responsible for speed
• Short – example: wrists and ankles responsible for
stability
• Irregular – example: spine & some facial bones.
• Flat – example: cranium, ribs & sternum, pelvis. These
protect large cavities and organs.
• Sesamoid - example: patella. Shaped like a sesame
seed. Responsible for protection of some joints.
Synovial Joint
Freely movable joints such as knees.
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• Muscles contract to cause movement
• Tendons are soft tissue that joints muscle to bone
• Ligaments are fibrous tissues that provide joint
stability
• Cartilage coats the bone at joints to cushion impact
• Bursa is a sac of fluid cushioning joints and reducing
friction
• Joint Capsule is fibrous tissue encapsulating a joint to
close the cavity

Types of Synovial Joints
Ball & socket – (shoulder and hip)
The head of one bone is round and the other bone is a
curved socket structure. Multiaxial; flexion, extension,
abduction and adduction
Condyloid or Ellipsoid – (wrists & knuckles)
Multiaxial; flexion, extension, abduction and adduction

Hinge – knees, ankles, elbow, interphalangeal
Uniaxial – can only move on one axis

Pivot – neck an radial/ulna joint
Uniaxial side to side movement or
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circular mobility.

Gliding/Plane – in the feet and
hands & between vertebrae.
Multiaxial but with very limited range.

Saddle Joint – thumb
Two curved bones fitting into each other’s saddles.

The Anti-Rheumatic Series – primary yoga sequence
asanas/poses are intended to be performed regularly
and are beneficial for joint care and injury minimization.
Hyperextension prevention requires strengthening and
engaging muscles.
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A slight tibia rotation like that needed in lotus
pose is only possible when the knee is bent!

Joint Features Diagram
Muscle
Joint Capsule
(creates a seal for
the joint/fluids)

Tendon
Bone

Ligament

Bursa
(w/synovial
fluid)

Synovial Fluid

Cartilage

(lubricant)
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Hyaline
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Ligament

Bone

Spine
Vertebrae are irregular bones positioned in a column
(the spine) to provide support for the body/torso.
5 sections
•
•
•
•
•

Cervical (secondary curve develops after birth)
Thoracic (primary curve formed in foetal development)
Lumbar (secondary curve develops after birth)
Sacrum (primary curve formed in foetal development)
Coccyx

The bones within each section are numbered from top
to bottom e.g. C3 is the third bone down of the
cervical section.
Between vertebrae are cartilaginous discs.
Sacrum and coccyx are immovable (fused together).
Cervical, thoracic and lumbar are moveable bones.
Functions of the spine:

The purpose of spinal discs is shock absorption. Injury
can cause a slipped disc/herniated disc which can
cause pressure on the spinal chord.
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Protection for spinal chord
Support body weight
Central axis of the body
Movements – both posture and movement rely on
the spine
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•
•
•
•

Spinal Curvature
Viewed from the back, cervical and lumbar are
concave curves, thoracic and sacral feature convex
curve.
Yoga – specifically the strength and flexibility physical
poses can help strengthen muscles to prevent injury.
In yoga when we say straight spine, we mean neutral
spine, maintain the natural S shaped curvature of the
spine.
Savasana – shoulder blades and buttocks touching the
floor. Lower/mid spine should be curving up off the mat.
Kyphosis – (in layman’s term a hunch back) excessive
curvature of the thoracic spine, poor posture can cause
this condition. Practice chest openers (cobra)
Lordosis – exaggerated lumbar curve, poor standing
posture can cause this. Hip flexor flexibility and ONLY
beginners forward bends can improve this condition.
Use bolsters under the thighs to decompress the lumbar
curve.
Scoliosis – Lateral curvature of the spine, can be born
with it or develop a mild scoliosis due to poor posture.
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Back bends should be bending back from the hips not
curving back.

When performing asanas featuring a side
bend and twist, your spine should be
straight!
Muscles
Responsible for moving skeleton (locomotion), posture
and movement of internal organs (digestion, heart).
Contraction of the muscles causes movement.
3 types of muscle tissues
➢ Cardiac muscle
➢ Skeletal muscle
➢ Smooth muscle
Cardiac and smooth muscles are not under our
voluntary control, they are involuntary muscles. Skeletal
muscles are the voluntary muscles, we must take care to
ensure injury prevention during yoga poses which utilize
these muscles.
There are 640 named skeletal muscles.
Further reading:
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https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/1923-meetsome-muscles

Skeletal Muscle Functions
➢ Provide locomotion
➢ Protection of joints
➢ Maintains anti-gravitational posture
➢ Heat production
➢ Emotional connections (not physiological)
Asanas/poses improve muscle tone.
Structure of the muscle
Tendon: connective tissue at the end of the skeletal
muscles. A dense cord of fibrous tissue attaching muscle
to bone.
There are also muscle facets known as epimysium,
perimysium, endomysium, fascicle, myofibril, myofiber.
Proximal end of the muscles (closest to the spinal
column) is the origin of the muscle.
Distal end is the other end (furthest from spinal
column/body midline) known as the insertion end.
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Agonist (contracting) and antagonist (relaxing or
lengthening) are words used to describe muscles in
phases of movement. Example to move the forearm you
will move the bicep and triceps. They will be categorized
as antagonist or agonist depending on the movement.
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Neuromuscular junction is where a muscle contraction
begins.

Synergist Muscles
No muscle works in isolation. There are always multiple
muscles activated for any movement. The primary
muscle use coincides with the use of synergist muscles.
ILIOPSOAS MUSCLE
Psoas
The Psoas major is a pair of large muscles that run from
the lumbar spine through the groin. (There is also a psoas
minor but many people do not have it!)
Iliacus
Muscle that originates at the top of the pelvis and passes
through the groin.
These muscles work together and merge at the same point on
the upper thigh they are often referred to as the iliopsoas. This
muscle functions to allow hip flexion and rotation.

This muscle can have a tendency to become constantly
under pressure due to gravity/posture causing constant
contraction. This causes/contributes to the excessive
spinal curvature such as lordosis.
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Yoga asana practice can help us begin to compensate
for this tendency.

Asana pairs (counter poses) that cause equal
contraction and relaxing are excellent for ensuring
healthy iliopsoas.
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Examples:

The Digestive System
Phases of Digestion:
➢ Ingestion (food intake)
➢ Digestion (breakdown via glands excreting enzymes)
➢ Assimilation (extraction absorption of nutrients)
➢ Egestion (excretion of waste)

Endocrine system is a system of glands in the body that
produce hormones.
What we eat and how it is prepare it is important to
proper digestion. Diet is an important facet of yogic
philosophy. “Yogic philosophy recommends a diet that
is highly nutritious, easily digestible, preferably
vegetarian & light meals.”
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Pictured Bhakti Yogshala’s FANTASTIC Anatomy Teacher: Anatomy 6 online lesson with
KUSHAL Ji Asana (Thank you Bhakti Yogshala for a great YTT experience)
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Teaching
Methodology

Teaching Methodology
1. Lesson Planning
2. Three Important Areas
3. Types of Lesson Planning
4. Long Term Development
5. The Main Principles
6. Indian Traditional Yoga
7. Presentation of Lesson
8. How to Start a Lesson
9. ASANA by SWATMA RAM
10. Characteristics of Asana
Lesson Planning
➢ Aim & Purpose
➢ Duration
➢ Technique (Hatha, Ashtanga, Yin, Vinyasa, etc)
5 mins
15 mins
15 mins
30 mins
10 mins
5 mins
5 mins
5 mins
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1. Opening Prayer
2. Warm-up
3. Sun Salutation
4. Asana types
5. Relaxation (savasana)
6. Pranayama
7. Meditation
8. Closing Prayer
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Sequence of a healthy 90-minute class:

Meditation & Pranayama can be combined into one 10
min section of the class if desired.
Asana types: standing, sitting, prone, supine, inverted.
Repeat sequences to increase participant confidence,
participation and to increase benefits of the pose.
Three Important Areas
1. Lesson Planning
2. Observation (view & listen to participants)
3. Improvement (align/adjust &/or “keep the spine straight”)
Pranayama – view and listen to technique to ensure understanding!

Types of Lesson Planning
➢ According to age (kids/adults/older age)
➢ According to types of yoga (Hatha, Ashtanga, etc)
➢ Level of class and students (beginners/intermediate/advanced)
➢ According to special needs (back, wrist, shoulder pain etc)
➢ Number of students (1:1, small group, large group)
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➢ Grounding (stability)
➢ Hip opening
➢ Ab strength & awareness
➢ Head counter, shoulder girdle opening
➢ Whole body awareness (balance)
➢ Inverted poses
➢ Be creative but keep coming back to basics!!!!!
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Long Term Development

The Main Principles
➢ Yogic (8 limbs of yoga)
➢ Anatomical (strength, flexibility, balance, breathing,
skeleton, muscle, soft tissue etc.)
➢ Educational (study>apply to life> work on
technique> share skills)
➢ Sociological (cultural awareness, understanding
and respecting difference, giving back to society)
Indian Traditional Yoga
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1. Opening
2. Warming Up
3. Asanas and Mudras
4. Pranayama & Bandha
5. Meditation
6. Ending of the class

Presentation & How to Start the Lesson
Introduction (intro yourself & learn about participants)
Demonstration (show techniques)
Align & Adjust (injury prevention, improvement)
Repetition (repeat and explain breathing)
Instruction (short & easy instructions)
Class management (clean, silent, lighting, etc)
Teacher position (front? Side orientation?)
Teaching aids (printables, charts, view screens)
Personality of teacher (inspire, use humor, be calm)
Definition of Asana
Asana – Pose
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Asana increases strength & flexibility as well as opens
energy channels and chakras. Asana is one of the 8
limbs of yoga that form the path to Samadhi or
enlightenment.

Characteristics of Asana
Stable
Comfortable
Stillness of the mind
Effortless
Absence of tension
Minimum muscular activity
Absence of thought processes
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(by contemplating infiniteness)
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➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Yoga Glossary
Ahara – food
Ananda – bliss/extreme happiness/high state of being
Asana – poses
Atman – true self
Ayurvada – yogic philosophy of health management
Brahman – supreme consciousness
Chakra – spinning vortex of prana (energy) within the body
Chitta – whole consciousness
Dinacharya - daily routines for a healthy body
Dharana – Concentration
Dhatus – tissues such as blood, muscle, etc
Dhyana - Meditation
Doshas – responsible for everything that happens in our bodies. Not
visible but presence inferred by bodily effects (vata/pitta/kapha)
Gunas – everything in the universe is ruled by three gunas
(tamas/inertia) (rajas/activity) (sattva/harmony)
Mala – waste such as urine, faeces, sweat
Mitahara – moderate consumption of food/drink
Mudra – gesture
Nadi – channels prana (energy) flows through in the body
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Pancha – the 5 types of breath; Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana,
Udan
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Nyamas – Self Observances; cleanliness, contentment, fiery
cleansing, self-study, devotion

Pranayama – practice of controlling breath
Pratyahara - fixed gaze & withdrawal from senses
Samadhi - freedom/peace/enlightenment
Vinyasa – movement between poses(asanas) with synchronicity of
breath and movement.
Yamas - Moral principles; non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing,
moderation, non-possessiveness
Yin Yoga – slower; holding poses for longer to target connective
tissues.
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Yoga Nidra – yogic sleep or a state of meditation between wake and
sleep

